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We consider a two-period duopoly characterized by a one-way spillover structure
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different sizes. We also provide a general analysis of the social benefits of, and firms’
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper develops a two-stage strategic model of process R&D/product
market competition for an ex-ante symmetric duopoly under imperfect ap-
propriability of R&D. In the model, at the first stage firms conduct pro-
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cess R&D and at the second stage, upon observing the final unit costs,
firms compete in the product market. R&D is imperfectly appropriable,
with R&D spillovers flowing from the firm with higher R&D activity to
its rival (but never vice-versa) in a binomial fashion: With probability β
a full spillover occurs and with probability �1 − β� no spillover occurs. A
uni-directional spillover structure, such as this one, is appropriate when-
ever there is a natural (complete) order to the cost-reducing innovations
that can be achieved. In that case know-how may flow only from the firm
further along in its R&D program to its less advanced rival.1

We derive two different sets of results. First, with a relatively wide scope
of generality in the product market specification, we establish the existence
of a subgame-perfect equilibrium, as well as a general characterization of
its properties. In particular, we show that no equilibrium can be symmetric
even though the two competing firms are ex ante identical. Thus an industry
configuration endogenously emerges yielding an R&D innovator (the more
R&D intensive firm) and an R&D imitator. Firms differ in size (which in
a Cournot or Bertrand framework is tied to unit production cost) and in
R&D intensity (which might involve R&D strategy, lab type and size, and
the composition of R&D, were the R&D process explicitly modeled).

The second set of results concerns the performance comparison of a
cartelized research joint venture (RJV) or joint lab (denoted Case J) and
pure R&D competition (denoted Case N). In Case J, R&D is conducted in
a jointly owned lab run at equal cost by the firms together, whereas in Case
N each firm independently conducts R&D in its own lab. In both Case J
and Case N firms behave noncooperatively in the product market. The per-
formance criteria of interest are R&D propensity, consumer surplus, and
producer surplus. Our main results here provide general conditions on the
R&D cost function and the equilibrium second stage profit function which
insure the superiority of the joint lab over R&D competition. These con-
ditions boil down to demand being high enough relative to initial unit cost
and/or R&D costs being convex enough, depending on the criterion of in-
terest. A version of the latter condition, which d’Aspremont and Jacquemin
(1988) refer to as a second-order condition, is found in every paper in the
R&D literature.

The present paper also makes a methodological contribution to the anal-
ysis of two-stage games, in the context of a two-stage R&D game. The
approach we introduce consists of representing the product market compe-
tition at the second stage by a function 5�·; ·�, which gives the Nash profit
to a firm as a function of the two post-R&D unit costs. An assumption

1In addition to its interpretation as the probability that a spillover occurs, the spillover
parameter β can also be interpreted in novel ways as an inverse measure of patent length, or
of imitation lag: See Amir and Wooders (1999) for details.
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fundamental to our analysis is that 5 is submodular. This assumption, as
well as the other basic assumptions of our analysis, are satisfied under the
common specifications of Cournot competition, with either differentiated
or homogenous products, and Bertrand competition with sufficiently differ-
entiated products. Therefore our analysis provides a unified treatment of
strategic R&D encompassing most specifications of product market compe-
tition considered in previous related work. Throughout the present paper
an ancillary objective is to employ only minimally sufficient assumptions on
5 needed for our results, thereby preserving as high a level of generality
as possible.

The submodularity of 5 is inherited by the overall payoff function of
the two-stage game (thus making R&D decisions strategic substitutes, a
natural property).2 This allows us to apply recent powerful results from the
theory of supermodular3 games in order to establish the existence of a pure
strategy subgame-perfect equilibrium, to conduct the relevant comparative
statics analysis, and to obtain general answers in the evaluation of R&D
cooperation and competition. Standard existence results are not applicable
since the one-way nature of spillovers leads to the two-stage payoff having
a fundamental nonconcavity, independently of any curvature assumptions
placed on the primitives of the model.

Our results relate to two different strands of literature, one on intra-
industry heterogeneity and the other on R&D cooperation. In the litera-
ture on intra-industry heterogeneity Katz and Shapiro (1987) and Boyer
and Moreaux (1997) also deal with R&D models, while Hermalin (1994)
considers firms’ internal control structures. These paper all develop ex-
ante symmetric models with only asymmetric equilibria.4 Related studies
in evolutionary economics and management strategy have been around for
a longer time: see Röller and Sinclair-Desgagné (1996) for a survey.

R&D cooperation has already been investigated by Katz (1986), d’Aspre-
mont and Jacquemin (1988, 1990) (henceforth referred to as AJ) and
Kamien et al. (1992) (henceforth KMZ). In these papers spillovers are
multi-directional, the spillover parameter measuring the fraction of a
firm’s R&D activity that spills to each of its rivals (see Amir (1998) for a
comparative critique). With linear demand and a general R&D cost func-
tion, KMZ establishes that Case J dominates Case N (as well as each of

2See Athey and Schmutzler (1995) for complementarities in R&D types in a one-firm
model, and Bagwell and Staiger (1994) for a setting more related to ours.

3See Topkis (1978, 1979, 1998), Vives (1990), Milgrom and Roberts (1990a), Milgrom and
Shannon (1994), and Amir (1996b).

4This contrasts with the literature on industry dynamics where exogenous idiosyncratic
shocks lead to a heterogeneous distribution of characteristics among perfectly competitive
firms: see Jovanovic (1982), Lambson (1992), Hopenhayn (1992), and Flaherty (1980).
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the other R&D scenarios they consider) for the performance criteria of
interest.

The analysis of AJ, based on linear demand and a quadratic R&D cost
function, has inspired numerous follow-up papers investigating various as-
pects of R&D cooperation.5 Within the same specification as AJ, but with
one-way spillovers, Amir and Wooders (1999) provide a complete charac-
terization that nicely complements the present analysis.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce our model
of R&D competition with one-way spillovers and analyze its equilibria. In
Section 3 we compare R&D competition and RJV cartelization. Proofs
of our results, as well as a brief summary of some (simplified) results on
submodular games needed here, are provided in the Appendix.

2. THE NONCOOPERATIVE MODEL

2.1. The Model

Consider an industry composed of two a priori identical firms, each with
initial unit cost c, engaged in a two-stage game. In the first stage, Firms 1
and 2 decide on unit cost reduction x and y, with x; y ∈ �0; c�, on the basis
of a known R&D cost schedule f �·�. In the second stage, upon observing
the new unit costs, the firms compete in the product market by choosing
outputs (i.e., Cournot competition) or prices (i.e., Bertrand competition).
There is no need to specify the mode of competition as the equilibrium
profits of the second stage are modeled by a general function which has
both models as special cases.

While this two-stage framework is standard in the recent R&D literature,
our set-up departs from previous ones in the way imperfect appropriabil-
ity of R&D is modelled. We consider R&D processes where leakages flow
only from the more R&D-active firm to the rival in an all-or-nothing prob-
abilistic fashion. Specifically, given autonomous cost reductions by Firms 1
and 2 of x and y, respectively, with (say) x ≥ y, the effective (or final) cost
reductions are given by X and Y , respectively, with

X = x and Y =
{
x with probability β
y with probability 1− β: (2.1)

This spillover process is a natural one in a number of different contexts.6

If there is a complete order to the cost-reducing innovations that can be

5See Henriques (1990), DeBondt et al. (1992), and Suzumura (1992), among numerous
others. See also Amir and Wooders (1998).

6Another reasonable spillover process is the deterministic analog, defined by X = x and
Y = y + β�x − y� = βx + �1 − β�y: Unfortunately, payoffs in the two-stage game are not
submodular for large β under this process, as the reader can easily verify.
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undertaken, then only the more R&D-active firm can generate spillovers.
Alternatively, if there are many different R&D programs that a firm can
undertake, but R&D programs are unrelated, then β can be interpreted as
the probability that the less R&D active of the two firms is successful in
imitating its rival.7 See Amir and Wooders (1999) for a detailed discussion
of these and other interpretations.

We restrict attention to subgame-perfect equilibria. A (pure) strategy
for Firm i is a pair �xi; ai� where xi ∈ �0; c� is firm i’s autonomous cost
reduction and ai: �0; c�2 → � is a map from profiles of post-R&D unit
costs to the set of product market decisions (outputs or prices). The overall
payoff to a firm is simply its second-stage profit minus its first-stage R&D
cost.

The following basic assumptions are in effect throughout the paper.

(A1) For every pair of R&D decisions �x; y� ∈ �0; c�2, the second-
stage (product market) game has a unique Nash equilibrium, with corre-
sponding payoffs (i.e., profits) given by a function 5 of the two firms’ post
R&D unit costs. Here, 5�·; ·� denotes the Nash profits of the firm whose
unit cost is the first argument.

(A2) (i) 5: �0; c�2 → � is continuous, and strictly submodular.

(ii) 5 is nonincreasing (nondecreasing) in its first (second) argu-
ment.

(iii) 5�c1; c1� < 5�c2; c2� if c1 > c2:

(A3) f is nondecreasing and f �0� ≥ 0.

Some of our results require the following smoothness assumption (with
Part (ii) of (A4) being a minor strengthening of (A2)(iii) given (A2)(ii)).8

(A4) (i) 5 and f are twice continuously differentiable.

(ii) �51�z; z�� > �52�z; z��, for all z ∈ �0; c�.
A major innovation in the present paper is our treatment of the product

market competition, which we now argue offers a broad scope of gener-
ality in at least two different situations. The first situation is the standard
one, whereby the second stage represents a one-shot game in product mar-
ket decisions. In this context, Assumptions (A1)–(A4) may be justified and
interpreted as follows. The equilibrium uniqueness assumption (A1) is con-
venient, if somewhat restrictive. For the Cournot model, for instance, Amir

7When R&D programs are inter-related, each firm can benefit from the R&D activity of
its rival, and one of the standard multi-way deterministic spillover processes would be more
adequate (see AJ and KMZ).

8Indeed, as (A2)(iii) says that 5�z; z� is decreasing in z, we have (with smoothness) that
51�z; z� +52�z; z� ≤ 0; which is nearly the same as (A4)(ii).
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(1996b) shows that it holds whenever P�·� − ci is a log-concave function,
where P�·� is the inverse demand function and ci is the unit cost of Firm i,
i = 1; 2. This is implied, in particular, by P�·� itself being log-concave, and
is thus more general than most studies using the Cournot model. For the
Bertrand model with differentiated products, Milgrom and Roberts (1990a)
give a uniqueness argument for a variety of commonly used specifications.

(A2)(i) may be viewed as a (negative) complementarity condition as it
holds that the improvement in a firm’s profit resulting from a drop in own
costs increases with the cost of the rival firm. (A2)(ii) is self-explanatory:
a firm’s profit decreases with own cost, but increases with rival’s cost.
(A2)(iii) says that in a symmetric duopoly, a unit drop in both firms’ costs
raises their profits. Put differently, own cost effects dominate rival’s cost ef-
fects on profit. While reasonable, this assumption does impose restrictions
on demand in a Cournot setting: see Seade (1985) or Kimmel (1992) for a
detailed treatment of this issue. Finally, (A3) is clearly a natural assump-
tion.

We now discuss the generality of our approach. First, observe that As-
sumptions (A1)–(A4) are all satisfied in the commonly adopted cases of

(i) Cournot competition with linear demand P�Q� = a − bQ and
unit costs k1, k2, which leads to equilibrium profits given by 5�k1; k2� =
�a− 2k1 + k2�2/9b, and

(ii) Bertrand competition with differentiated products, linear demand
qi = a−pi + bpj , 0 < b < 1, i; j = 1; 2, i 6= j, and units costs k1; k2, which
leads to equilibrium profits equal to 5�k1; k2� = ��2 + b�a− �2 − b2�k1 +
bk2�2.

Other examples which can easily be verified as satisfying (A1)–(A4) in-
clude Cournot competition with a quadratic demand function P�Q� = a−
bQ2, Q ≤ √a/b, which leads to equilibrium profits equal to 5�k1; k2� =
1

16�2a+ k2 − 3k1�2/
√
b�2a− k1 − k2�; or Cournot competition with linear

demand and differentiated products. On the other hand, with hyperbolic de-
mand P�Q� = �Q + 1�−1 it can be checked (see Mirman et al., 1994) that
(A2)(i) fails to hold. Nonetheless, since most studies in the R&D literature
are based on linear demand, the present treatment constitutes a major im-
provement in generality. Another desirable feature of this approach is its
unifying power; it dispenses with the usual distinctions between Cournot
and Bertrand competition, and homogeneous and differentiated products,
thus allowing a comprehensive treatment of the effects of process-R&D on
market competition.

The second possible situation to which the two-stage model at hand can
be applied is a novel one made possible by our approach. Here, 5 may
represent the overall equilibrium payoff to a multi-stage game, possibly
with an infinite horizon, and in several product markets simultaneously.
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In this perspective, the R&D decision is a long-term choice followed by
many short-term (possibly inter-related) market decisions. The latter may
be prices, output levels, or even some combination of the two. This new in-
terpretation enhances the level of realism captured by the two-stage model,
since in practice (i) production technology remains fixed over relatively long
intervals of time, while market decisions are typically made much more fre-
quently, and (ii) firms compete over several markets. In this context, As-
sumption (A1) may be overly restrictive, owing to repeated-game effects.
(A1) could then be replaced by an assumption that equilibrium in product
market subgames, following the application of some meaningful criterion
(e.g., Pareto optimality, renegotiation proofness, etc.), is uniquely selected.

Although our assumptions are substantially more general than in pre-
vious R&D studies, Assumption (A2)(i) remains less than fully justified in
the sense that minimally sufficient conditions on the demand and cost func-
tions of a duopoly for (A2)(i) to hold are not known.9 Nonetheless, our ap-
proach emerges as the most general among those that can yield answers to
the questions of interest in this paper, without making ad-hoc assumptions
(such as the existence of subgame-perfect equilibria).10

We now complete the description of the two-stage game by deriving the
payoff functions. Observe that the game is symmetric, i.e., independent of
a relabeling of the players. The expected payoff to Firm 1 (say) is, with x;
y ∈ �0; c�,

F�x; y� =



β5�c − x; c − x� + �1− β�5�c − x; c − y� − f �x� ◦= U�x; y�
if x ≥ y

β5�c − y; c − y� + �1− β�5�c − x; c − y� − f �x� ◦= L�x; y�
if x ≤ y:

(2.2)

The expected payoff to Firm 2, defined similarly, is given by F�y; x�, in view
of the symmetry of the game. The expressions in (2.2) reflect the facts that
the firms get (i) the same second-stage profits corresponding to the larger
cost reduction for both, with probability β, (ii) the profits corresponding to

9Topkis (1978) proved that optimization preserves supermodularity (of the value function
with respect to the remaining variable). What is needed here is a generalization of this result
to equilibrium payoffs in a game.

10Some previous studies in the related literature on two-stage R&D games have also pro-
posed general models. Both Brander and Spencer (1983) and Suzumura (1992) analyze models
with second-stage Cournot competition under very general assumptions on the demand and
cost functions. However, neither paper addresses the issue of existence of subgame-perfect
equilibrium.
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their autonomous cost reductions with probability �1− β�, and (iii) pay for
their autonomous cost reduction only.

It is easy to see that F inherits the continuity property of 5 (from As-
sumption (A2)(i)). It turns out that F also inherits the submodularity of 5
(also in (A2)(i)), but not the differentiability of 5 and f , which fails along
the diagonal of �0; c�2, or the concavity of each line in (2.2) assumed below
for some of our results. This is intended only as a preview here and will be
established later.

2.2. Properties of the Noncooperative R&D Model

Here, we state and interpret our results for the two-stage game under
consideration. Since the second-stage game admits a unique Nash equi-
librium, every Nash equilibrium �x∗; y∗� of the game with payoffs (2.2) in-
duces a subgame-perfect equilibrium of the two-stage game, and vice-versa.
In view of this one-to-one correspondence, we use the two terminologies
interchangeably.

We begin with the fundamental property of the game at hand (strategic
substitutability), and a key structural characteristic of its equilibria (asym-
metry).

Theorem 2.1. Assume (A1)–(A2) hold. Then the following are true:

(i) The game with payoffs (2.2) is submodular, and hence has a pure-
strategy Nash equilibrium.

(ii) Every interior pure-strategy Nash equilibrium is asymmetric if (A4)
holds and β > 0 .

(iii) Every pure-strategy Nash equilibrium is asymmetric if, in addition
to the hypothesis of (ii), the following holds (here subscripts denote partial
derivative) :

f ′�0� < −β52�c; c� −51�c; c� and f ′�c� > −�1− β�51�0; 0�: (2.3)

A discussion of these results is provided at the end of this subsection.
The next result deals with uniqueness of equilibrium. Observe that in view
of the symmetry of the game and the fact that no equilibrium can involve
the firms taking the same decisions (Theorem 2.1), the sharpest uniqueness
result would yield two equilibria.

Theorem 2.2. Under Assumptions (A1)–(A4) and (2.3), the R&D game
(with payoffs (2.2)) has exactly two pure-strategy Nash equilibria, of the form
�x̄; x� and �x; x̄�, with (say) x̄ > x, if in addition β ∈ �0; 1� and

f ′′�·� > (
511 −512

)�c − �·�; z�; ∀z ∈ �0; c� (2.4)

and

f ′′�·� > (
511 + 2512 +522

)�c − �·�; c − �·��: (2.5)
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FIGURE 1

Define the best-response correspondence in the usual way, i.e., (say) for
Firm 1, r1�y� = arg max�F�x; y�: x ∈ �0; c��. The next result holds that
r1 and r2 are essentially as depicted in Figure 1 (note that r1 = r2, by
symmetry).

Lemma 2.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 (i.e., (A1)–(A4), (2.3)–
(2.5)), r1 and r2 are continuous nonincreasing functions everywhere in �0; c�
except at one point d ∈ �0; c� where ri�d−� > d > ri�d+�.

The last results in this section deal with comparative statics of the equi-
librium �x̄; x� as the probability of a spillover increases in �0; 1�.

Theorem 2.4. Under (A1) and (A2), the following hold as β increases in
�0; 1�:

(i) Holding one firm’s R&D level constant, the extremal best-responses
of the other firm are nonincreasing (in other words, r1 and r2 shift down).

(ii) The total equilibrium R&D level x̄+ x (associated with the unique
Nash equilibrium pair �x̄; x� and �x; x̄�) decreases if, in addition, (2.4) and
(2.5) hold.
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(iii) x̄ itself decreases if, in addition, (2.4) and (2.5) and the following
hold:

f ′′�·� ≥ �1− β�
[
511�c − �·�; c − z�

+ 51�c − �·�; c − z�512�c − z; c − �·��
�51 +52��c − z; c − z� −51�c − z; c − �·��

]
;

∀z > �·�; ∀β: (2.6)

To gain insight into the nature of Conditions (2.3)–(2.6), it is instructive
to consider them under the well-known cases of (a) Cournot competition
with linear demand and homogeneous goods, and (b) Bertrand competition
with linear demand and differentiated goods, both with R&D cost function
f �x� = γ

2x
2. Leaving out the computational details we note that (i) the first

part of (2.3) always holds for both (a) and (b), (ii) the second part of (2.3)
becomes 9bγ > 4�1− β� a

c
for Case (a) and γ > 2�1− β��2 − b2��2 + b� a

c
for Case (b), (iii) (2.4) becomes 9bγ > 12 for Case (a) and γ > �b+ 2�2�1−
b�2 for Case (b). Finally, a sufficient condition can be derived for (2.6):
9γ > 16�1− β� for Case (a), which is shown in Amir and Wooders (1999)
to be rather tight, and γ ≥ 4�1− β��2− b2�2 for Case (b). It is worthwhile
to observe that all these seemingly different conditions boil down to some
common qualitative requirements: that R&D costs be sufficiently convex,
and/or market size be sufficiently small (relative to cost), and/or spillovers
or extent of product homogeneity be sufficiently high. Conditions similar
to γ being large enough have been used in all related work following AJ
(who refer to them as second-order conditions).

We now provide a discussion of the results of this section. Theorem 2.1(i)
suggests that our model is well defined under remarkably general condi-
tions. In particular, the absence of any concavity assumptions on the payoff
function F is new in the R&D literature. For the overall payoff function
F to inherit the submodularity property of the equilibrium profit function
5, Assumption (A2)(iii) is crucial. Submodularity of F here has the usual
negative complementarity interpretation: The marginal returns to increas-
ing R&D expenditures decrease with the rival’s R&D expenditure, and
this holds independently of whether the firm is receiving or giving away
spillovers!

In view of the asymmetry of equilibria, our model is a natural candidate
for explaining the ubiquitous inter-firm heterogeneity within most indus-
tries. The driving force behind this endogenous firm heterogeneity is the
anticipation of (probabilistic) R&D spillovers from the leading firm to its
rival. Under such a spillover structure, firms endogenously emerge with
different production cost structures through the very process of adopting
(costly) technological progress. Thus, the competing firms end up with dif-
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ferent levels of R&D activity (hence with different types of R&D strat-
egy/labs), different firm sizes, and different market shares in the product
market.

Theorem 2.2 is a convenient result as it allows for more straightforward
analysis of equilibrium behavior, unencumbered by the difficulties associ-
ated with multiple equilibria. For instance, it is needed for clear-cut answers
to the comparative statics analysis of Theorem 2.4. Both theorems require
assumptions on f ′′, which translate into strong convexity of f since 5 is typ-
ically convex in own costs or even jointly. Similar assumptions have always
been made in related studies (e.g., AJ, KMZ), and are needed to insure that
payoffs are concave in own R&D decision. In our model, such assumptions
can only yield concavity of each line in (2.2), but not of F itself.

While Theorems 2.4(i) and (ii) are intuitively clear, (iii) is perhaps less
so. The fact that each firm would decrease its R&D level as β increases,
holding the rival’s R&D level constant, does not imply that, at equilibrium,
both R&D levels go down.11 In other words, there are two effects governing
the response of x̄ (say) to changes in β. The first is captured in 2.4(i) and
is rather intuitive: The leading firm (or innovator) cuts down on R&D as
the likelihood of full spillover to the rival increases, with the rival’s R&D
level constant. However, if the rival also decreases his R&D level, the other
effect is that the firm under consideration will want to respond by increasing
R&D activity. The overall effect on x̄ then depends on the relative strength
of these two effects. Condition (2.6) is needed to shift the balance towards
a decline of x̄, i.e., towards the first effect. To see this, observe that the
f ′′ on the LHS of (2.6) refers to the imitator’s cost function, the intuition
being that if the latter’s second derivative is large, x does not respond much
to changes in β and in x̄; so that the first effect above is the dominant one.

Finally, since the payoffs are continuous, the game at hand has a sym-
metric mixed-strategy equilibrium in R&D decisions. Since the game is su-
permodular, the support of the mixed strategies at equilibrium would be
�x; x�. Under such a solution, the firms would still end up (endogenously)
different with positive probability.

3. RESEARCH JOINT VENTURES

We consider here different R&D cooperation schemes among firms
which remain competitors in the product market. These schemes are char-

11In the language of supermodularity analysis, one cannot find orders on the two actions
sets that would make each payoff supermodular in the two decisions and in the pair (own
decision, β). Hence, the comparative statics result for supermodular games cannot be invoked
(Milgrom and Roberts, 1990a; Sobel, 1988).
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acterized by two key features: whether firms coordinate in choosing R&D
expenditure (i.e., “collude” in the first-stage of the game), and whether
firms cooperate in the actual conduct of R&D (by increasing β).

Here, we are mainly concerned with only one RJV scenario: the joint
lab. This is characterized by the firms running one joint R&D facility at
half the cost each, and will be denoted by J. We note below that J is
equivalent (for our model) to KMZ’s case CJ, or cartelized RJV, whereby
firms coordinate R&D expenditures in the first-stage and fully communicate
during the R&D process (i.e., set the spillover rate equal to 1).

In the course of investigating the properties of Case J, it turns out that
it is useful to also consider the following broader RJV specification. Let
Cs denote the scenario whereby firms coordinate their R&D investments
(so as to maximize total profits), while the spillover parameter is given
by s ∈ �0; 1�. Thus, in particular, s = 0; β; 1 stand for the cases where
the spillover rate is reduced to 0, kept as it is, and increased to 1 (its
maximum value), respectively.12 Note that the case s < β is not necessarily
economically meaningful within the context of our model in the sense that
spillovers are generally thought of as being unpreventable by the firms.
Nonetheless, the case s = 0 is particularly useful below for comparative
purposes.

The joint objective function of the two firms in Case Cs (assuming w.l.o.g.
that x ≥ y) is to maximize F�x; y� + F�y; x� over x; y in �0; c�, with β set
equal to s, which reduces to

2s5�c−x; c−x�+ �1− s�[5�c−x; c− y�+5�c− y; c−x�]− f �x�− f �y�:
(3.1)

The single-firm objective in Case J is to maximize over x ∈ �0; c�
5�c − x; c − x� − 1

2f �x�: (3.2)

Observe that (3.1) reflects the (potential) operation of two separate R&D
labs by the cartel, with variable spillover parameter, while (3.2) reflects the
operation of one joint lab with equal cost sharing. In Case J a symmetric
outcome necessarily obtains. As will be seen below, this may or may not
be true for Case Cs, s ∈ �0; 1�. In both cases, the two firms compete in the
product market, as captured by 5.

Our central concern in this section is a performance comparison be-
tween the noncooperative model of Section 2 (to be denoted N) and Case
J (which we show below to be essentially equivalent to Case C1). The per-
formance criteria of interest here are: propensity for R&D, firm profits,

12The case Cβ here is clearly the analog of the second scenario analyzed in AJ. See Salant
and Shaffer (1998) on the emergence of asymmetry in Case Cβ.
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consumer and social welfare. The cases C0 and Cβ are analyzed here only
as useful intermediate steps in the overall analysis.

We first point out that Cases J and C1 are interchangeable in the follow-
ing sense.

Lemma 3.1. Cases J and C1 are equivalent in the sense that they both lead
to the same optimal R&D levels and the same optimal total profits.

It is still convenient to have the two cases as Case J is more readily
interpretable and has symmetry built into it, while Case C1 is useful below
through its properties as the limit case of Cs as s→ 1.

Our first comparison of Cases J and N concerns R&D propensities. This
requires, however, an intermediate lemma which is of independent interest,
a comparison between Case J and Case N with β = 0 (the latter is denoted
N0 below). In dealing with this comparison, an additional assumption is now
introduced as a new version of (A4). It quantifies the dependence of profits
on own versus cross cost reductions in a symmetric duopoly setting.

(A5) 5 and f are twice continuously differentiable and �51�z; z�� ≥
2�52�z; z��; for all z ∈ �0; c�.

Clearly, (A5) is a stronger version of (A4). It is easily seen to be satis-
fied under Cournot competition with linear demand, with strict inequality
if products are differentiated and with equality for homogeneous products.
For Bertrand competition with differentiated products, (A5) can be seen to
hold if and only if the cross-demand coefficient (denoted by b in the discus-
sion of (A1)–(A3) in Section 2) is in the interval �0;√3 − 1� ≈ �0; :73�,13

i.e., as long as demand is somewhat away from the well-known case of ho-
mogenous products (b = 1).14

Lemma 3.2. Under Assumptions (A1)–(A3), (A5) and (2.4), we have

(i) In Case N0, there is a unique and symmetric equilibrium �x0; x0�.
(ii) The equilibrium R&D level of Case J, xJ , satisfies xJ ≥ x0.

We are now ready for the comparison of R&D propensities and profits
(interpretations of the results are given later on).

13In their treatment of Bertrand competition, KMZ give 2
3 as a lower bound for this critical

value of b. Since our model and theirs are equivalent when β = 0 and demand is linear, the
fact that our bound is sharper indicates that (A5) is tight (see also the proof of Lemma 3.2(ii)).

14It can easily be seen that the 5 function corresponding to the case b = 1, given by

5�c1; c2� =
{ �c2 − c1�D�c2� if c1 < c2

0 if c1 ≥ c2;

(where D�·� is the demand function) is not submodular in �c1; c2�. Hence this case fails As-
sumption (A2) anyway, and thus does not fit our model.
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Proposition 3.3. Under Assumptions (A1)–(A3), we have

(i) xJ ≥ x̄ ≥ x (with strict inequality whenever β > 0) if (A5) and
(2.4)–(2.6) hold.

(ii) Total equilibrium profits are higher in Case J than in Case N , pro-
vided that at least one of the following conditions holds:

25�c2; c2� ≥ 5�c1; c2� +5�c2; c1�; for all c1 ≥ c2: (3.3)

f ′′�·�> (511−512
)(
c−�·�; z)+ (522−512

)(
z; c−�·�); for all z ∈ �0; c�:

(3.4)

Due to the asymmetric nature of the equilibria in Case N , single-firm
profit comparisons do not seem possible at this level of generality. Of
course, even if total profits improve through cooperation, an asymmetric
outcome in Case N also means firms have different incentives to cooperate
in R&D, although transfers could be made so that both firms benefit.

The welfare comparison essentially follows from Proposition 3.3 once
the following plausible assumption about consumer surplus is added (note
that given the level of generality of the product market competition here,
consumer surplus cannot be explicitly defined in the usual way).

(A6) Consumer surplus is decreasing in the firms’ unit costs.

This assumption holds in most commonly used specifications of Cournot
and Bertrand competition. In particular, it holds for the cases of linear de-
mand reported in Section 2. For Cournot competition (with homogeneous
products), it actually holds for any demand function, provided production
costs are linear and a Cournot equilibrium exists (see Amir (1996b) for ex-
act conditions). This is because total equilibrium output and price depend
only on total unit cost (Bergstrom and Varian, 1985).

Corollary 3.4. Regardless of whether full or no spillover is realized, (ex-
post) social welfare is higher under Case J than under Case N , assuming
(A1)–(A3), (A5), (A6), (2.4)–(2.6), and either (3.3) or (3.4).

Next, we discuss our assumptions in the context of Bertrand and Cournot
competition. Condition (2.6) was already discussed in Section 2.3. Note that
requiring xJ ≥ x̄ is clearly stronger than requiring 2xJ ≥ �1 + β�x̄ + �1 −
β�x, i.e., that expected total cost reduction is higher in Case J than in
Case N .

Condition (3.3) or (3.4) is needed to guarantee that total profits are
higher for Case C1 than for Case C0 which, in turn, ensures that profits in
Case J exceed profits in Case N . Condition (3.3), rewritten as 5�c2; c2� −
5�c1; c2� ≥ 5�c2; c1� − 5�c2; c2�; says that effects on own profits of any
discrete change in own cost exceeds those due to the same change in rival’s
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cost, starting from a symmetric duopoly. Thus (3.3) strengthens (A4)(ii)
which says the same thing but only for infinitesimal changes. Under Cournot
competition with linear demand condition (3.3) is equivalent to 2a+ 3c2 −
5c1 ≥ 0 (with c2 ≤ c1). Since c2 ≥ 0 and c1 ≤ c, a sufficient condition for
(3.3) in this case is 2a ≥ 5c. Thus (3.3) amounts to requiring demand to be
high (relative to costs).

Condition (3.4) is needed to ensure concavity of the joint objective in
Case C0, therefore resulting in a symmetric R&D choice for this case.
Hence (3.4) works by removing the asymmetry bias captured in Lemma 3.5
(see below). When symmetry prevails in Case C0, the cartelized firms pre-
fer full to no spillover. Under Cournot competition with linear demand
Condition (3.4) is equivalent to 9γ > 18, and hence requires that the R&D
cost function be sufficiently convex. Both (3.3) and (3.4) have analogous
interpretations for Bertrand competition.

We now provide a discussion of the results of this section emphasiz-
ing their relationship to related work on RJVs, namely, AJ and KMZ. As
discussed in the Introduction, one motivation of the present paper is a re-
examination of the principal conclusion from related work: that a joint lab
or cartelized RJV dominates R&D competition in terms of equilibrium
prices (and thus consumer welfare), firm profits, and hence social welfare.
The reasons for questioning the validity of this conclusion in the present
context are (i) the lack of generality of the previous analyses, (ii) the new
spillover process introduced, and (iii) the fact that Case J yields symmet-
ric outcomes as a built-in feature while Case N always leads to asymmetric
equilibria. This last feature is important since, in typical specifications of
Cournot and Bertrand competition (see examples in Section 2.1), the 5
function is jointly convex and thus firms (jointly) prefer not to compete on
equal terms in the product market, as we now show.

Lemma 3.5. Let 5 be jointly convex on �0; c�2, k > 0 and consider the
following objective (with constraint):{

5�c1; c2� +5�c2; c1�: c1 + c2 = k
}
: (3.5)

Then the arg max of (3.5) consists of �0; k� and �k; 0�, while the arg min is
�k2 ; k2 �.

Roughly, the main finding here is that, in the present context, the prin-
cipal conclusion of the RJV literature crucially requires new assumptions,
i.e., (2.6) and (3.3) or (3.4), to ensure its validity.

Finally, observe that for Case N0, our model is equivalent to AJ’s and
KMZ’s. Thus, our Lemma 3.2(ii) may be viewed as a generalization of
their analogous result to a broader class of profit functions (instead of that
corresponding to linear demand).
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APPENDIX

Summary of Submodular Optimization/Games

Here, we define all the notation and state all the results from submodular
optimization needed in our analysis, in the simplest (but self-contained)
form. Let I1; I2 be compact real intervals and F : I1 × I2 → �.
F is submodular [strictly submodular] if for all x1 > x2 in I1 and all

y1 > y2 in I2, we have F�x1; y1� − F�x1; y2� ≤ �<�F�x2; y1� − F�x2; y2�:
The following result is a special case of Topkis’s Monotonicity Theorem
(Topkis, 1978).

Theorem 4.1. If F is continuous in y and submodular [strictly submod-
ular] in (x; y�, then arg maxy∈I2

F�x; y� has maximal and minimal [all of its]
selections nonincreasing in x ∈ I1.

The next result identifies an easy test for submodularity, and is often
called Topkis’s Characterization Theorem:

Theorem 4.2. If F is twice continuously differentiable, F is submodular
iff F12�x; y� = �∂2F�x; y�/∂x∂y ≤ 0. Furthermore, F12�x; y� < 0 implies strict
submodularity.

Finally, we need the following definition and existence result. A two-
player game is submodular if both payoff functions are submodular and
both action spaces are compact real intervals.

Theorem 4.3. A two-player submodular game has a pure strategy Nash
equilibrium.

Topkis (1979) proved this result for (n-player) supermodular games (F is
supermodular iff −F is submodular). Vives (1990) extended it to two-player
submodular games. See also Milgrom and Roberts (1990a). Theorem 4.3 is
not valid in general for games with more than two players.

Proofs

This section provides all the proofs for the results given in the pre-
vious sections, in the order given. We begin with some notation. Let
1u

◦= ��x; y� ∈ �0; c�2: x ≥ y�; 1l ◦= ��x; y� ∈ �0; c�2: x ≤ y�. (Note that,
contrary to usual practice, x is along the vertical axis while y is on the hor-
izontal axis below). With U and L as given by (2.2), by symmetry, Firm 2’s
payoff is F�y; x� = L�y; x� if y ≤ x, and U�y; x� if y ≥ x.
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FIGURE 2

Proof of Theorem 2.1. (i) We show that F , as given by (2.2), is strictly
submodular in �x; y�.15 To this end, fix x1; x2; y1; y2 in �0; c� with x1 >
x2; y1 > y2. If all four points �x1; y1�; �x1; y2�; �x2; y1�; and �x2; y2� lie
in 1u or in 1l, strict submodularity of F follows directly from the strict
submodularity of 5 (i.e., Assumption (A2)(i)), since only the middle term
of U and L depends on both x and y.

If some of the four points lie in 1u and the rest in 1l, it is easily seen
that there are four different cases. It turns out that the proofs of strict
submodularity of F are all similar, so we present the case depicted in Fig. 2;
i.e., �x1; y1�; �x1; y2�; �x2; y2� are in 1u while �x2; y1� is in 1l. We must then
show that U�x1; y1� − U�x1; y2� < L�x2; y1� − U�x2; y2�. We clearly have,
given the location of the points, x2 < y1. Hence, by Assumption (A.2)(iii),

0 ≤ β5�c − y1; c − y1� − β5�c − x2; c − x2�: (4.1)

15Note that Topkis’s Characterization Theorem cannot be used here, since F is not differ-
entiable along the diagonal in �0; c�2, but it can be used in the interior of 1u and 1l separately.
On the other hand, Theorem 2* of Milgrom and Roberts (1990b) is an alternative approach
to this proof.
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Since 5 is strictly submodular and f only depends on one variable,[�1− β�5�c − x1; c − y1� − f �x1�
]− [�1− β�5�c − x1; c − y2� − f �x1�

]
≤ [�1− β�5�c − x2; c − y1� − f �x2�

]
− [�1− β�5�c − x2; c − y2� − f �x2�

]
: (4.2)

Adding up (4.1), (4.2) and the trivial equality β5�c − x1; c − x1� −β5�c −
x1; c − x1� = 0 and rearranging terms yields[

β5�c − x1; c − x1� + �1− β�5�c − x1; c − y1� − f �x1�
]

− [β5�c − x1; c − x1� + �1− β�5�c − x1; c − y2� − f �x1�
]

<
[
β5�c − y1; c − y1� + �1− β�5�c − x2; c − y1� − f �x2�

]
− [β5�c − x2; c − x2� + �1− β�5�c − x2; c − y2� − f �x2�

]
;

which says that F is strictly submodular for the four-point choice of Fig. 2.
This last inequality is strict since (4.1) is strict if β > 0 and (4.2) is strict if
β < 1.

The argument for each of the remaining choices is similar, and thus left
to the reader. Existence of a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium follows from
Theorem 4.3.

(ii) Partial differentiation w.r.t. x yields

U1�x; y� = −β
[
51�c − x; c − x� +52�c − x; c − x�

]
− �1− β�51�c − x; c − y� − f ′�x�

and L1�x; y� = −�1−β�51�c− x; c− y�− f ′�x�. Along the diagonal x = y,
the difference between these partials is U1�x; x� − L1�x; x� = −β�52�c −
x; c− x� +51�c− x; c− x�� > 0 (by (A4)(ii)). This implies that x can never
be a best response to x, for any x ∈ �0; c�, since a necessary condition
for that is U1�x; x� ≤ L1�x; x�.16 Hence no interior equilibrium can be
symmetric.

(iii) In view of (ii), it remains to show that �0; 0� and �c; c� cannot be
equilibria. To this end, consider U1�0; 0� = −51�c; c�−β52�c; c�− f ′�0� >
0 by (2.3), and L1�c; c� = −�1− β�51�0; 0� − f ′�c� < 0 by (2.3). This im-
plies that neither 0 nor c can be a best response to itself.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. Since the game is symmetric, �a; b� ∈ �0; c�2 is a
Nash equilibrium whenever �b; a� is. Here, we show that there is exactly
one such pair of equilibria. We first show that r1; r2 are as in Fig. 1.

16This last inequality is simply a generalized first-order condition for a maximum in the
absence of differentiability of F .
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It is easily checked that (2.4) and (2.5) imply that U and L are strictly
concave in x (for fixed y), on 1u and 1l, respectively. Hence, if r1�·�, say, is
discontinuous at some point y0, then r1�y−0 � and r1�y+0 � cannot both lie in
1u or both in 1l (note here that r1 is an upper semi-continuous correspon-
dence, due to the joint continuity of F , so that r1�y−0 � and r1�y+0 � are both
in r1�y0�). Furthermore, by Theorems 4.1 and 2.1(i), every selection from
r1 is nonincreasing. Also, by Theorem 2.1, r1 cannot intersect the 45◦ line.
Therefore, there exists a unique point d ∈ �0; c� such that (i) r1 is discon-
tinuous at d, with r1�d−� > d > r1�d+�, i.e., r1�d−� ∈ 1u and r1�d+� ∈ 1l,
(ii) r1 is continuous and lies in 1u for y ∈ �0; d�, and (iii) r1 is continu-
ous and lies in 1l for y ∈ �d; c�. In other words, r1 and r2 are essentially as
depicted in Fig. 1.

Next, we show that there is a unique equilibrium in the rectangle R x=
��x; y�: 0 ≤ x ≤ d and d ≤ y ≤ c� ⊂ 1l. We do this by showing that r1 and
r2 are (essentially) contractions in R. Whenever r1 is interior, the first-order
condition L1�r1�y�; y� = 0, the Implicit Function Theorem, and (A4) yield
that r1 is differentiable in R and

r ′1�y� = −
L12�r1�y�; y�
L11�r1�y�; y�

= �1− β�512�c − r1�y�; c − y�
f ′′�r1�y�� − �1− β�511�c − r1�y�; c − y�

:

Similarly, on R, r ′2�x� = −U21�x; r2�x��/U22�x; r2�x��, and thus

r ′2�x� =
�1− β�512�c − r2�x�; c − x�(

f ′′�r2�x��− �1−β�511�c− r2�x�; c−x�
−β�511+ 2512+522� �c − r2�x�; c − r2�x��

) :

Straightforward computations show that r ′1�y� > −1 iff

f ′′�r1�y�� > �1− β��511 −512��c − r1�y�; c − y� (4.3)

and r ′2�x� > −1 iff

f ′′�r2�x�� > �1− β��511 −512�
[
c − r2�x�; c − x

]
+ β�511 + 2512 +522�

[
c − r2�x�; c − r2�x�

]
: (4.4)

Clearly, (2.4) and (2.5) imply (4.3) and (4.4), and hence also imply that
r ′i�·� > −1, i = 1; 2. Recapitulating, we have r ′i�·� ∈ �−1; 0� in the interior
of R, i = 1; 2. Since r1�d+� < d and r1 is nonincreasing, whenever r1 is not
interior in R, it must be that r1 ≡ 0. Hence r ′i�·� ∈ �−1; 0� in (all of) R.
Then, uniqueness of equilibrium in R follows from a well-known argument
(for a proof, see, e.g., Amir (1996a), Lemma 2.3).

By symmetry, there must be exactly two Nash equilibria of the form �x̄; x�
and �x̄; x�.
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Proof of Lemma 2.3. This has already been proved in the first part of
the proof of Theorem 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. (i) Here, we want to show that r1 and r2 shift
down as β increases. To this end, we need to show that each payoff is
submodular in own decision and β (holding the rival’s decision constant),
and then invoke (Topkis’s) Theorem 4.1. In view of the symmetry of the
game and Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show submodularity in R, i.e. (in view
of Theorem 1), L1β�x; y� ≤ 0 and U1β�y; x� ≤ 0. We have L1β�x; y� =
51�c − x; c − y� ≤ 0; by (A2)(ii), and

U1β�y; x� = −51�c − y; c − y� −52�c − y; c − y� +51�c − y; c − x�
≤ −52 �c − y; c − y� ≤ 0;

where the first inequality follows from (A2)(i) and the fact that y > x on R,
and the second inequality follows from (A2)(ii). This completes the proof
of Part (i).

(ii) Since the lines of constant x+ y have slope −1, the line x+ y =
x+ x̄ lies between the graphs of r1 and r2 (and intersects them at �x; x̄�).
As β increases, and both r1 and r2 shift down (by Part (i)), it is easy to see
that x+ x̄ has to decrease too.

(iii) Consider the (unique) equilibrium �x; x̄� in R. If �x; x̄� is not
interior in R, we know from the (last part of) the proof of Theorem 2.2
that it must be the case that x = 0. Then the fact that x̄ decreases in
β follows directly from the fact that r2 shifts down (as β increases), i.e.,
Theorem 2.4(i).

If �x; x̄� is interior in R, the following first-order conditions must hold:

−β[51�c − x̄; c − x̄� +52�c − x̄; c − x̄�
]

− �1− β�51
(
c − x̄; c − x)− f ′�x̄� = 0;

and

−�1− β�51�c − x; c − x̄� − f ′�x� = 0:

Totally differentiating w.r.t. β, and collecting terms yields

[
β�511+ 2512+522��c− x̄; c− x̄�+ �1− β�511�c− x̄; c−x�− f ′′�x̄�

]dx̄
dβ

+ �1− β�512�c − x̄; c − x�
dx

dβ

= �51 +52��c − x̄; c − x̄� −51�c − x̄; c − x�
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and

�1− β�512�c − x; c − x̄�
dx̄

dβ
+ [�1− β�511�c − x; c − x̄� − f ′′�x�

]dx
dβ

= −51�c − x; c − x̄�:
Solving for dx̄

dβ
(e.g., using Cramer’s rule), we get dx̄

dβ
≥ 0 iff

f ′′�x� ≥ �1− β�
[
511�c − x; c − x̄�

+ 51�c − x; c − x̄�512�c − x̄; c − x�
�51 +52��c − x̄; c − x̄� −51�c − x̄; c − x�

]
;

which is clearly implied by (2.6).

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Obvious, hence omitted.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. (i) In the game N0, the payoff function of Firm
1 (say) is

5�c − x; c − y� − f �x�: (4.5)

This game is clearly submodular as a consequence of (A2)(i). Hence, it has
a Nash equilibrium. Uniqueness follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2
since (2.4) is the same as (4.3) with β = 0. In other words, uniqueness fol-
lows here from the best response having slopes in �−1; 0� as shown before
(with β = 0). Finally, symmetry of the unique equilibrium in �0; c�2 follows
from the fact that the payoff (4.5) is strictly concave in x (implied by (2.4)),
thus leading to continuous best-response functions which intersect at the
45◦ line.

(ii) Proceed by contradiction and assume that xJ < x0. Assuming xJ
and x0 are both interior, they satisfy the following first-order conditions:

− 2�51 +52��c − xJ; c − xJ� − f ′�xJ� = 0 (4.6)

and

−51�c − x0; c − x0� − f ′�x0� = 0: (4.7)

By (A2)(ii) and (A5), 51�c − xJ; c − xJ� + 252�c − xJ; c − xJ� ≤ 0. Sum-
ming up this inequality and (4.6) yields

−51�c − xJ; c − xJ� − f ′�xJ�
≤ 0 = −51�c − x0; c − x0� − f ′�x0�; by (4.7)

≤ −51�c − x0; c − xJ� − f ′�x0�;
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where the last inequality follows from (A2)(i) and the contradiction hy-
pothesis xJ < x0. Now, the first and the last terms in the string of inequal-
ities above give the derivative of 5�c − �·�; c − xJ� − f �·� evaluated at xJ
and x0 respectively. Since x0 > xJ; this clearly contradicts the concavity of
5�c − �·�; c − xJ� − f �·� which is itself implied by (2.4), the submodularity
of 5; and Theorem 4.2.

Without interiority, the only cases that might cause any difficulty are
x0 = c and xJ = 0 (since we are trying to show that xJ ≥ x0�. First, we show
that if x0 = c, then xJ = c too. By (A2), −51�c− x; c− x� ≥ −51�c− x; 0�,
for all x ∈ �0; c�. Also, by (A5), −51�c − x; c − x� − 252�c − x; c − x� ≥ 0:
Adding up the two inequalities yields −251�c − x; c − x� − 252�c − x; c −
x� − f ′�x� ≥ −51�c − x; 0� − f ′�x�, which says that the derivative with
respect to x of the objective of

max
{
25�c − x; c − x� − f �x� − f �y� x x; y ∈ �0; c�} (4.8)

is always higher than that of (4.5) with y = c. Since, as in the previous
paragraph, 5�c− �·�; 0� − f �·� is concave by (2.4), x0 = c = arg max�5�c−
�·�; 0� − f �·�� implies that the latter maximand is nondecreasing. Hence, so
is (4.8) since it has a larger derivative ∀x. Hence xJ = c too.

Next, we show that xJ = 0 implies x0 = 0. If xJ = 0, (4.6) becomes
−251�c; c� − 252�c; c� − f ′�0� ≤ 0. By (A5), 51�c; c� + 252�c; c� ≤ 0.
Adding up yields −51�c; c� − f ′�0� ≤ 0. Since 5�c − �·�; c� − f �·� is
concave by (2.4), we have x0 = 0.

Proof of Proposition 3.3. (i) For extra clarity here, let us index the
R&D equilibrium of Section 2 by the associated value of β, i.e., write x̄β
for x̄ and xβ for x, for all β ∈ �0; 1�. For β = 0, we have x̄0 = x0 = x0
(from Lemma 3.2).

From Theorem 2.4(iii), we know that x̄β < x̄0 = x0, for all β ∈ �0; 1�.
Hence, from Lemma 3.2, xJ ≥ x0 > x̄β. This completes the proof of Propo-
sition 3.3(i).

(ii) We first show that (3.3) is sufficient for the conclusion of this
Proposition. To this end, note that in Case Cβ, the Nash equilibrium �x̄;x�
is a feasible joint decision. Hence, equilibrium profits are no lower in Case
Cβ than in Case N . Next rewrite the joint objective (3.1), assuming w.l.o.g.
that x ≥ y, as

5�c − x; c − y� +5�c − y; c − x�
+ s[25�c − x; c − x� −5�c − x; c − y� −5�c − y; c − x�]
− f �x� − f �y�: (4.9)

By (3.3), this objective is nondecreasing in s, for fixed �x; y�. Hence, optimal
profits are higher for s = 1, i.e., for Case C1 or equivalently (Lemma 3.1)
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for Case J, than for any other s ∈ �0; 1�, in particular s = β. Thus, profits
are higher in Case J than in Case N .

We now show that (3.4) is also sufficient for the same conclusion. The
joint objective for Case C0 is (from (3.1) with s = 0)

G�x; y� ◦= 5�c − x; c − y� +5�c − y; c − x� − f �x� − f �y�: (4.10)

It can be verified that (4.10) is (jointly) strictly concave in �x; y� if (3.4)
holds (to check this, one can see that G11 > G12 and G22 > G12 follow
from �3:4��. Since (4.10) is also symmetric in �x; y�, there must be a unique
arg max, which is also symmetric, i.e., of the form �x∗; x∗�. (Otherwise, if
�a; b� is an arg max with a 6= b, then symmetry implies that �b; a� is also
an arg max. With strict concavity, this leads to � a+b2 ;

a+b
2 � yielding a strictly

higher value than the max itself, a contradiction.)
Consequently, one can restrict the maximization of (4.10) to choices

on the diagonal, i.e., replace (4.10) with maxx�25�c − x; c − x� − 2f �x��,
which is clearly below the joint objective in Case J, i.e. (from (3.2)), 25�c−
x; c − x� − f �x�. Hence, equilibrium profits are higher in Case J than in
Case C0. Equilibrium profits in Case Cs are convex in s since (i) the ob-
jective function for Case Cs is linear in s (see (4.9)), and (ii) the pointwise
supremum of a collection of linear functions in s is convex in s (Rockafel-
lar, 1970). Thus equilibrium profits are lower for Case Cβ than for either
C0 or C1 ≡ J. Altogether then, C1 ≡ J yields higher profits than all the Cs,
s ∈ �0; 1�, and thus also higher than Case N (recall that the latter has lower
profits than Cβ).

Proof of Corollary 3.4. Since Proposition 3.3(ii) holds here, we know
that producer welfare is higher in Case J than in Case N . By Proposi-
tion 3.3(i) we have xJ ≥ x̄ ≥ x. The imitator’s effective R&D level is x
with probability �1− β� and x̄ with probability β, and is hence always be-
low xJ too. Hence, by (A6), consumer welfare is higher in Case J than in
Case N , and thus so is total welfare.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. First, observe that both the objective and the con-
straint in (3.5) are symmetric in �c1; c2�. Hence, if �a; b� is an optimizer,
so is �b; a�. Since the iso-profit curves are concave, the arg max must be
a boundary choice. Therefore, �k; 0� and �0; k� must form the arg max.
Analogous reasoning for the minimization case leads to the arg min being
unique and equal to �k2 ; k2 �.
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